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Pages: 4 

cc:  Project: Oakland Athletics Howard 
Terminal  Ballpark 
 
Technical Lighting Analysis 

    
  Sent via: E-Mail 
 

Regarding: Additional Glare Studies in Turning Basin 
 
Mr. Rosen, 
 
To supplement the glare assessment in the turning basin associated with the Lighting 
Technical Analysis for Howard Terminal, additional studies were performed to determine the 
expected luminance (photometric brightness) of the sports lighting luminaires in the 
direction of the turning basin. While the lighting technical report included “spill light maps” 
which illustrate the amount of light anticipated to fall onto the surface of the water under all 
of the studied scenarios, the analysis only presented glare as it pertains specifically to the 
designated Sensitive Receptor Sites.  
 
Generally speaking, glare experienced from sports light fixtures is greatest when one is in line 
with the center beam of the fixture and rapidly falls off as one moves away from the center of 
the beam. For that reason and to supplement the information included in the Technical 
Lighting Analysis report, glare analysis was performed at the northeast and southwest edges 
of the turning basin, along a line drawn directly through the center of the turning basin 
(Receptor Sites 2, 2B, and 2C) and connecting approximately perpendicular to the 
anticipated outfield pole location, as shown in Figure 1.  
 
These additional analysis points were selected to illustrate the range of potential glare that 
may be experienced within the full extent of the turning basin. Any experience of the sports 
lighting from locations that diverge in plan view from this perpendicular axis will be below 
the experience on this axis.  
 
Additionally, the vertical location for these two additional analysis points is the ground plane. 
Based on the geometric relationship between analysis points and the sports light fixtures, 
any increase in height above the ground plane by the viewer will decrease the brightness of 
the luminaires.  
 
Finally, the outfield pole location included in this analysis represents the tallest anticipated 
light cluster. Glare potential from shorter sports light clusters, such as those in proposed for 
the infield lighting, will be reduced as compared to the taller pole included in this analysis. 
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Figure 1: Additional glare analysis points at edges of turning basin 

 
Following the methodology described in Section 6.2.1 of the Lighting Technical Report, the 
anticipated maximum luminance in the direction of the two new analysis locations was 
determined. 
 
Table 1 provides the maximum anticipated photometric intensity in the direction of the two 
new analysis points. The sports light fixtures are anticipated to be directly visible from both 
edges of the turning basin, though in both scenarios the maximum anticipated intensity is 
anticipated to not exceed 1/3 of the maximum recommended sports lighting brightness of 
25,000 cd. 
  

Intensity, [cd] 
 

NE Edge SW Edge 

Rotated Ballpark Option 7,103 4,054 

Table 1: Summary of Glare Results from Sports Lighting at New Analysis Locations [Note: Threshold of Significance is 
25,000 cd for sports lighting per CEN EN 12193:2007] 

Figure 2 provides a section view along the analysis axis to support this study. The light blue fill 
indicates the vertical angles through which points in the turning basin will have a direct view 
of the sports lighting. 
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Figure 2: Section through turning basin along analysis line showing additional analysis points, with a more detailed 
diagram of the directional light output from the sports light fixtures as well as a plan view diagram indicating the 

approximate pattern of light created by the beam onto the outfield 
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As shown in the inset in Figure 2, sports lighting fixture photometry was assessed at the 
maximum allowable tilt angle of 40° per MLB standards to present the worst case scenario. 
The diagram provides an illustration of the photometric web, which is a three-dimensional 
plot of the photometric intensity in various directions. The light blue wedge illustrates the 
angles at which the light fixtures are visible along the studied axis from the turning basin. To 
determine the intensity in a particular direction, the geometric relationship between the 
observation point and the tilted light fixture was determined and used to look up the 
anticipated photometric intensity in that direction using manufacturer-supplied measured 
photometric files.  
 
In conclusion, there is very little light leaving the luminaire in the direction of the turning 
basin from the sports lighting. The diagram also helps to illustrate two points raised above; 
first, that as the observation point gets higher relative to the sports lighting, the lower the 
experience of glare since the fixtures are essentially directed downward and, second, when 
the sports light clusters are shorter, such as in the infield, the glare experienced is reduced. 
And finally, as described above, this analysis is based on the worst-case scenario of a direct 
perpendicular view to the outfield sports lighting locations which still results in anticipated 
glare that is significantly below threshold and all other points in the turning basin are 
anticipated to have a further reduced experience of glare. 
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